New ultrasound techniques and their application in neurosurgical intra-operative sonography.
We describe a variety of new ultrasound techniques by their physical background, potentials and applications regarding usefulness during intra-operative neurosurgical procedures. Transducers like high-frequency and small rotating probes fitting into neuroendoscopes, imaging techniques as extended field-of-view technique, harmonic imaging, echo-enhancers, 3-D imaging and the real-time integration of neurosonography with pre-operative CT- or MR-data are mentioned. The technical or physical principles are explained, followed by a discussion of these techniques from available literature dealing with their intra-operative neurosurgical applications and the experience of the authors with the techniques. With higher frequencies micromillimeter imaging is possible and small probe allows endoneurosonography. Echo-enhancers and harmonic imaging improve the signal-to-noise ratio and 3-D imaging and extended field-of-view techniques allows a better understanding of the pathoanatomy. With the real-time integration of intra-operative ultrasound images and pre-operative CT or MR images additional information, like hemodynamic pattern, are available for the neurosurgeon. Although until now only a limited number of reports about new sonographic techniques during intra-operative application in neurosurgery exist, the methods seem to be promising in creating images easier to understand, incorporating more information about pathoanatomy and supplying the neurosurgeon with information additional to that provided by CT and MRI.